In this paper we want to investigate the question, to what extent can the disintegration of some measure on an arbitrary Suslin space with respect to some measurable function / be replaced by the image measure under some function g inverting /, such that the "outcome" of the situation under a function h is not changed. Such a direct factorization, as we call it, is modulo some conditions about atoms of the measures in general only possible, if the range of h is countable. But there are always solutions to the problem in a weak sense. The results have applications in game theory to the problem of "elimination of randomization".
Our staring point are some results about the compactness and convexity of the range of some measure operations. They are closely related to Lyapunov's theorem [10] .
In § 2 we recall some known results about the disintegration of measures on Suslin spaces.
The problem of direct factorizations of measures is made precise in § 3 and solved there for the case where the "outcome"-set C is countable. Of course, some restrictions concerning the atoms of the measures are necessary. A counterexample shows that this result cannot be generalized to compact metrizable C. Thus we introduce in § 4 the notion of a weak direct factorization and show that such a weak direct factorization exists even if C is an arbitrary Suslin space.
It is quite obvious that the solutions to the direct factorization problem are extreme points in a certain convex space of measures on a Suslin set. In fact, we show in § 5 that if C is countable or if we regard the weak problem, the extreme points of this set are exactly the solutions to the corresponding factorization problem. Under somewhat different situations such characterizations have been found in [5] .
As mentioned at the beginning, we shall apply the results to a question in game theory in § 6. The application shows, when random strategies ( = behavior strategies) can be equivalently replaced by nonrandom ones. Such questions of "elimination of randomization" have been treated in [3] and [4] 
since the first set is weakly compact and convex. But "2" is obvious; so let (r i )eΛf( β Sf). M~ι{{r τ )} is a weakly compact convex subset of Sf and contains an extremal point (g t ) by the KreinMilman theorem. If (g t ) were not in the right set of (1), then we could assume, without loss of generality, that there exist ε > 0 and
Since [6] and [8] ). There is however a nice and rather deep representation theorem for all preimage measures of v, known as disintegration of measures (cf. [11] and [12] 2, 21).
(
d) Let f:A->B be a Borel-measurable mapping between the two Suslin spaces A, B and let μeR(A), veR(B).
Then are equi- (7) is of the form μ b -δ g{b) for some g: B-* A, then g is Borel-measurable by (a) and by (7) fog =z id B v-almost surely .
But in this paper we are more interested in situations as in (b) in the presence of measures.
We regard the situation
where / and h are Borel-measurable functions; μ, v and π are positive finite Radon measures on A, B, C respectively and
If we were only interested in v-measurable functions g: B-+G with π = Rg(v), then the following proposition would give a complete answer. First we need the following DEFINITION. Let T(u) denote the countable set of all atoms of v. We say that v is atomicly adapted to π if there exists a com-
Trivially, a nonatomic measure is atomicly adapted to all other measures.
PROPOSITION.
There exists a v-measurable function g: B->C with Rg(v) -π if and only if v is atomicly adapted to π.
Conversely, let (T c (v)) CBTW be a decomposition of Tip) as in the definition. Since viβ) = π(C) and vjB\T(p) is nonatomic, we find a Borel set B o £ B\T(v) with i;(β 0 ) = ττ(T(τr)) -viTip)) and a complete disjoint decomposition {B c ) ceτ{π) of ί? 0 into Borel sets with
(c e Γ(ττ)) .
On 5 Let us call such a function g a direct factorization of (**). and pro B o^ = icί ΰ v-almost everywhere. Now pro^o^ is a direct factorization of (**).
We remind that Γ(v) denotes the at most countable set of all atoms of v. The following theorem shows that we can restrict the hypothesis of Theorem 3 to the set T(v) f if C is countable. 4* Weak direct factorizations* Since our research for direct factorizations of measures has been knocked down by the above counterexample, we want to weaken the notion of a direct factorization to treat also noncountable C. With p = I rohogdv we get the contradiction
Hence p e 77 and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY. // v is nonatomic, then (**) always admits weak direct factorizations.
REMARK. It is not difficult to generalize the above theorems to arbitrary Blackwell spaces if we add the usual "consistency assumptions on the atoms" (cf. [2] ). Proof. Let g be the solution to the [weak] direct factorization problem ,found in Theorems 3 or 4 [resp. Theorem 5] . Then λ = Rg(v) is in P [resp. in P(r)], and since the disintegration of λ w.r.t. / is (Sew) by (2, e) , X is an extreme point of P [resp. P(r)].
REMARK. The counterexample of § 3 shows however, that in some situations there are extreme points of P, which all are not of the form Rg (v) . That this can not happen in the situation of Theorems 4 or 5, show the following results: THEOREM 6. Let us assume in (**) that h is constant on f~\b) for all b e T(v) and that C is countable. Then X is extremal in P if [and only if X = Rg{v) e P for some direct factorization g of (**).
Proof.
We have only to show the necessity.
So let X be extremal in P with the disintegration (λ ό ) w.r.t. /. By which contradicts the extremality of λ. Hence, for 6 6 T{v) X b is a 0-1-measure. If X b for b $ T(v) are not ^-almost everywhere 0-1-measures, we find (not necessarily different) c lf c 2 eC, Q e 33(A) and ε > 0 such that with E 1 = fc-'fo) nQ,E 2 = h-\c 2 )\Q the Borel set Z> = {6 e J2\2»; ελ δ CEΊ), ε <; X b (E 2 )} has a positive y-measure. Set 0 < 7 ^ e/(l -ε) and dt = l± ΎXbiEJME,) ^0 f or 6 e D .
Since 2; is nonatomic on D we find a Borel set AS -D such that
It is easy to check that λ + , X~ e P and λ = (λ + + λ~)/2, in contradiction to the extremality of λ. The proof is complete.
Similarly in the weak situation: Then λ is extremal in P(r) if and only if X = Rg(v) e P(r) for some with respect to r weak direct factorization g of (**).
Proof Since again only the necessity has to been shown, we start with an extremal X in P{r) and its disintegration (X b ) with respect to /. That for b e T{v) X b must be 0-1-measures, is shown as in the preceding proof. Assuming that X has not the required representation, i.e., that for 6£ Tip) X b are not v-almost everywhere 0-1-measures, we find Q e 23(A) and ε > 0 such that
has a positive v-measure. Define (±Q) .
The set (v, p) £Ύ < (v, p) .
Let E o be the set of all beD with (v, p(6)> ^ (v, p + (b) ). Since <v, p(b)> = λ 6 (+Q)<v, p + (6)> + λ^-QXv, jr(δ)> we have (v, p(b) ) £ <v, P~(b)} for b 6 £>VEΌ. With we get the contradiction
with X b = l Λ (6)λ 6 ( Π + Q)/λ 6 ( + Q) + lz>\^ (6) Now it is easy to check that λ* Φ λ, X ± e P(r) and λ = (λ + + λ")/2. This contradiction to the extremality of λ completes the proof.
REMARK. Similar characterizations of extremal measures have been given for different situations in [5] . The results of [13] apply here, such that there are integral representations for P and P(r) with respect to their sets of extreme points (see also [14] ). 6* An application to game theory• There are several applications of the above theorems in game theory and statistics. Most of them can be subsumed under the notion of "elimination of randomization". So long, these applications were restricted to cases, where the parameter set or the set of strategies were finite (see [3] , [4] ). Here, we shall however confine us to the following.
Application.
Elimination of behavior strategies in random games. Let
be a ^-person-game with in advance randomly chosen personal events, i.e., XiΦ ψ is the set of (α-posteriori) strategies of player i, EiΦ φ is the set of possible personal events of player i, Y i (^E i Y, X if where Y i]H Φ φ is the subset of X t of all strategies, which are still available for player i, after e t has happened, w t e W(E t ) is the probability, with which the personal events will occur, and ίV ΐ[ Xi x ΐlEi > R is a bounded function, the utility
The game is played in such a manner, that first a personal event e it which can also consist of some information, will occur for player i with probability distribution w t . Then each player i has to choose a strategy ^6 7 iie .. The outcome for player i, if all this has happened, will be
We assume that all X if E t and Y t are Suslin spaces and that the u t are Borel measurable. $b(Xi) is the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of X im To get a more unified representation, it is convenient to introduce the ^-measurable functions x^. E % -> X t with x^e^ e Y t \ ei as α-priori strategies, which can be chosen before the random event e t takes place, and to regard then the expected outcome for player i:
Let Xi be the set of all α-priori strategies.
In some cases even a wider class of strategies is of interest, namely the behavior strategies k it These are Markov kernels from E t to Xi; i.e.,
hi E< x aS(X,) -> k n (e n , dx n )w 2 (de 2 ) w n (de n ) .
Theorem 5 gives the required α-priori strategy x ί9 satisfying x^e,) eD, βl and -Ny(»i, fc 2 , , K) = -iVXA?! , , fc n ) (i = 1, , n) .
REMARK. Under the assuptions, that all X t are finite and the Wi on Ei are nonatomic (i = 1, •••, n), a result of the above kind has been shown in [4] and has also been used by W. Armbruster, Heidelberg, to obtain the existence of equilibrium points in α-priori strategies.
